Statement of Supply Chain Transparency
(California Transparency in Supply Chain Act)
In 2010, the state of California passed a law requiring larger companies to
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Use of illegal, forced or trafficked labor is unacceptable in the production
of any Joseph Gallo Farms, or Gallo Global Nutrition product. As a responsible
member of California’s manufacturing community, we are committed to
providing quality foods for human consumption worldwide. To support
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this high level of quality, we are strategic in our sourcing programs and
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thoroughly vet our supply partners. We conduct a responsible supply chain
management program covering product safety, product security, and
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to our policies. Any supply partner not operating within the responsible
parameters expressed by Joseph Gallo Farms will be counseled for
improvement. If improvement is not attainable, our partnership will be
terminated. It is imperative we remain responsible and at the highest
level of integrity in our supply chain.
We expect the highest standards of ethical behavior by all persons
involved, which begins with our respect for the reputation of our company
and our collective integrity. Our compliance program is designed to
ensure that all parties involved meet legal requirements and operate ethically
in everything we do. A combination of written guidelines, formal processes,
and management oversight helps us guarantee committed and consistent
compliance, simply because it is the right thing to do.
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